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Meet our Essentials

Chairs, wash units, trolleys, academy accessories, work stools 

& child seats. The Essentials are functional and versatile, and 

have been designed to suit all salon concepts!



Do you cut and wash in the same area or do you have separate 

zones for cutting and washing? The Essentials offer suitable 

chairs for both situations. Use colour to put a personal stamp on 

your interior! Welonda Fabrics and Welonda seat supports offer 

countless possibilities!
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Chairs



Vivi

Violet
Slim

Slim 
A unique styling chair with a continuous seat design, black seat support 

(also available on wheels and with central brake), relatively low weight 

and generous manoeuvring space all around! The Slim has been shown 

with upholstery 413 Buffalo Marone. 

Vivi and Violet 
Cutting, washing, colouring and styling is not a problem for these stunners! 

This seat design with tilting backrest is great in combination with our 

Delta wash units. Both versions of the chair with tilting backrest and star 

base on wheels perfectly match the Welondamat 3000 wash column, 

with the upholstered armrests of the Violet offering extra comfort during 

long treatments! The Vivi has been shown with upholstery 0901 Socodilo 

Country Mocca and the Violet has been shown in colour 0777 Plata 

Palisander.



Mr. Mo 
Do you have a (separate) cutting area for men and women, and do you 

want harmony in your salon? Then the Mr. Mo styling chair and barber’s 

chair offer the ultimate solution! The Mr. Mo has been shown with 

upholstery 445 Buffalo Dark Chocolat.

Straight 
An extremely comfortable seating experience guaranteed thanks to the 

sleek design of the Straight! Whether you are cutting, washing, colouring 

or styling, this spacious bucket seat will always offer your customers an 

ultimate moment of relaxation! The optional adjustable backrest means 

this chair is also ideal in combination with the Move & Welondamat 3000 

wash columns! The Straight has been shown with upholstery 0779 Plata 

Rodeo.

 



Do you prefer a separate washing zone or would you rather wash and cut in the same area? The Essentials offer 

suitable wash units for both situations. You determine the look! Select a black or white ceramic wash basin with 

single-lever mixer tap and combine it with a satin white, silver or metallic black lacquered metal frame. Check 

whether you want pipes to be connected out of sight (through the bottom) or in open view (via the side), and 

complete your product by selecting one or more upholstery colours from our Welonda collection! 

Wash units 

280o 360o
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Delta Violet
The light, tilting wash basin, tilting backrest and upholstered 

armrests guarantee a pleasant lying posture! Require even more 

comfort? Then equip your wash unit with a separate footrest and 

neck rubber! The Delta Violet has been shown with a satin white 

frame and upholstery 1883 Vintage Smoke.

Delta Vivi 
The Delta Vivi, with its light, tilting wash basin and tilting backrest, 

is excellent when placed in a row of chairs. Add flair to your washing 

zone by mixing frames and/or upholstery colours! The silver Delta 

Vivi has been shown with upholstery 408 Buffalo Smoke. The Delta 

Vivi in metallic black has been shown in 0901 Socodilo Country 

Mocca.



Welondamat 3000 

The Welondamat 3000 as focal point! Thanks to its rotating basin and 

generous manoeuvring space, this wash column can be used for several 

cutting spots. Opt for mobile styling chairs with adjustable or tilting 

backrest for a pleasant lying posture when washing!

280o

Move 
The flexible Move can be easily moved around your salon! If placed 

centrally, this wash column can be moved to various chairs, thus 

guaranteeing the comfort of your customers. Select chairs with a tilting or 

adjustable backrest to ensure the perfect lying posture for your customers. 

360o



Our mobile trolleys mean your salon accessories will always be close to hand! The Essentials offer various 

possibilities: with or without drawers and doors, or accompanied by a practical Colour Trolley for dye treatments.

 

 

Trolleys and Academy accessories



Academy

Favorite

Colour Trolley

Cadillac

Academy 
Mobile and very easy to move; two-sided 

and made from solid stainless steel: that 

makes the Academy styling unit ideal for 

hairstyling colleges. The folding worktops 

feature an integrated hairdryer holder and 

the styling unit can be equipped with power 

supply if necessary. The four wheels can be 

locked in place.

Favorite 
One of the very best trolleys. Available 

in a chrome frame with side panels made 

from shiny black synthetic or mirrored 

panels. The trolley has six black synthetic 

trays, a chrome hairdryer holder and an 

accompanying liquid container. If necessary, 

the trolley can be upgraded with a matching 

control mirror and mirror holder.

Colour Trolley
Do you dye a lot of hair? Then the practical 

Colour Trolley is exactly what you need. With 

a worktop measuring 40 x 40 cm, the Colour 

Trolley offers enough space for gloves, dye 

containers and hair films. Extra storage 

space can be created by hanging containers 

from the upright section of the worktop. The 

stainless steel worktop has open edges and 

is very easy to clean! 

Cadillac 
The Cadillac helps you to create a stylish 

and personal mobile work station. This 

trolley has a stainless steel frame and top 

cover, which offers protection against hot 

styling or curling tongs. The Cadillac is also 

equipped with five matt-black synthetic 

trays. If necessary, the trolley is also 

available with a door. An inspection mirror 

and accompanying bracket are available as 

options.



Do you prefer to cut hair on a work stool with or without backrest, or would you rather sit while supporting 

the front of your body? The Essentials offer various work stools that cater for all preferences. All our stools are 

mobile, height-adjustable and available in all colours in the Welonda Fabrics collection (except Plop).

Cutting a child’s hair becomes even more fun with our child seats. Styling chairs are normally too big for your 

youngest customers, which means they are not always at the correct cutting height. To resolve this problem, 

we offer various child seats, which feature a protective flap (to protect your chair’s upholstery) and can be 

upholstered in any colour from our collection. Children have difficulty sitting still. Never leave children sitting on 

our child seats unsupervised!

Work stools and child seats



Plop

Rodeo

Happy

Plop

Reception chair

Reception chair

Saddle bike
Lady Jockey

7214

Plop 
Do you want the front of your body to be supported 

when you work? Then try the Plop work stool! This work 

stool is only available with black or white upholstery. 

Rodeo & Lady Jockey
Is a good seating posture also important to you? Then 

please allow us to recommend our Rodeo or Lady 

Jockey (slightly smaller version). The ergonomic saddle 

on these stools, as well as the adjustable height, means 

you can always work with a good yet relaxed posture. 

The Rodeo has been shown with upholstery 412 Buffalo 

Sherry and the Lady Jockey has been shown with 

upholstery 411 Buffalo Kirsche.

 

Saddle Bike
The Saddle bike, which is shown with upholstery 413 

Buffalo Marone, has a comfortable seat that is based 

on a bicycle seat. 

Happy
The Happy’s round backless seat and flexible working 

possibilities mean you can sit on it from any position 

and adjust the height accordingly! The Happy has been 

shown with upholstery 421 Buffalo Kirsch Rot.

 

Reception chair
The Reception chair has a height-adjustable backrest. 

Do you want a high seat as well as foot support? Then 

add a foot ring to the Reception Chair, which is shown 

here with upholstery 445 Buffalo Dark Chocolat!

 

7214

This stool, which is shown with upholstery 421 Buffalo 

Kirsch Rot, has a round seat and a backrest for extra 

support. 



1810

1889

7181

1810

This child seat can be used from two sides and can be easily 

adapted to suit your smallest customers. The protective flap 

means children’s shoes will no longer damage or dirty your chair. 

 

1889

Our child cushion can be used for slightly older children. This 

cushion, which features a protective flap, can be placed between 

the armrests. The cushion is barely noticeable if it features the 

same upholstery as your chair; thus creating harmony with its 

surroundings.

 7181

This child seat can also be placed on the chair’s armrests and 

features a protective flap. Create harmony by matching the 

upholstery of the chair with that of the child seat. The chairs & 

child seats have been shown with upholstery 0779 Plata Rodeo.



Fabrics Metals Chair options
BUFFALO

401 BIRKE

407 FANGO

408 SMOKE 406 PERLE

485 KIRSCH ROT 455 KORNBLUME

470 ROYAL

VINTAGE
SOCODILO 
COUNTRY

429 SCHWARZ

020 SILBER

430 BAHAMA BEIGE 478 CREMA

1182 BIRCH

1183 SMOKE

1185 WINE

1231 PLATINUM

0777 PALISANDER

0779 RODEO

0811 SCHWARZ

0812 GRANIT

PLATA

0880 SCHWARZ

0901 MOCCA

411 KIRSCHE

1020 SILBERGRAU 419 COMBRA WEISS

412 SHERRY

417 SCHWARZ 001 SATIN WEISS

425 LIMONE

427 BLEI 445 DARK CHOCOLAT

433 KIESEL

420 ANTHRAZIT

483 AMETHYST413 MARONE 0823 PETROL

421 KIRSCH ROT

018 METALLIC SCHWARZ

423 ANTHRAZIT

BULL

Aluminium star base on five 

sliders. Hydraulic lockable 

pump with chrome plated 

housing.

Aluminium star base with black 

powder coating on five sliders. 

Hydraulic lockable pump with 

black housing.

Stainless steel disc with a 

diameter of 480 mm or 550 

mm. Hydraulic lockable pump 

with stainless steel housing. 

Stainless steel disc, 450 mm 

or 500 mm square. Hydraulic 

lockable pump with stainless 

steel housing. 

Stainless steel disc with a 

diameter of 210 mm. Hydraulic 

lockable pump with stainless 

steel housing.

Use a protective cover to keep 

the colour of your upholstery 

vibrant!

Aluminium star base on five 

wheels and a central brake. 

Hydraulic lockable pump with 

chrome plated housing.

Aluminium star base with 

black powder coating on five 

wheels and central brake. 

Hydraulic lockable pump with 

black housing.

X-BASE X-BASE BLACK

DISC-BASE DISC-BASE FIX-BASE PROTECTIVE COVER

X-BASE X-BASE BLACK
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